TPAoPI: A Thread Partitioning Approach Based on Procedure Importance in Speculative Multithreading
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Abstract—Thread partitioning is a core part of thread-level speculation (TLS) to achieve parallelization of irregular serial programs. The existing thread partitioning methods mostly adopt a unified partitioning scheme for all procedures in the same program, so that some procedures cannot obtain their best partition. This paper proposes a thread partitioning approach based on procedure importance (TPAoPI), which chooses to start with importance of procedures in irregular programs, adopting interdisciplinary research methods, creatively introducing the theory of importance in reliability theory, and calculates importance of procedures based on the characteristics of procedures. On the basis of the initial partition scheme, a manual intervention scheme suitable for the procedure is developed according to the importance of procedure, and a new performance evaluation model is used to theoretically evaluate obtained speedups, so that the best partitioning schemes of procedures are identified, exploring the intrinsic law that characteristics of procedures influence their best partitioning schemes. The paper does research from three aspects: calculating importance of procedures, generating the best partitioning schemes of procedures, and building a performance evaluation model. Experimental results show TPAoPI delivers an average 20.59% performance improvement than machine learning (ML)-based thread partition approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existing thread approaches are mainly divided into: thread partition approach based on heuristic rules [1], thread partition approach based on machine learning [2], graph-based thread partition approach [3] and so on. During the thread partition, the thread partition scheme is determined according to the heuristic rule, and the insertion positions of the thread partition statements are determined along the path of the program execution flow. Literature [4] used the minimum cut algorithm of the graph to partition program flow graphs, and uses heuristics to balance the cost of data dependence, performance cost, load imbalance and other factors. Literature [5] used heuristic rules to determine the granularity, priority, etc. of each thread after thread partitioning on the critical path of program execution.

In recent years, the development of machine learning has also shown strong predictive power in thread partitioning. Literature [6] used the clustering method to search for effective thread solution space to obtain a better thread partitioning. Literature [7] proposed a KNN-based thread partitioning method. The method mainly consisted of two parts: generation of the training sample set and extraction of knowledge contained in the sample set, and the k-most similar samples are selected by the similarity between each unknown program and the sample to determine the thread partition scheme of the program. Literature [8] used a machine learning method to partition stream programs on a mobile and automated compiler, learned prior knowledge offline and predicted the partitioning structure of unknown programs.

Literature [2] proposed a graph-based thread partitioning method, in which WCFG was used to formalize the expression of irregular programs, and machine learning methods
were used to learn thread partitioning knowledge and predict a thread partitioning scheme for unknown programs. In [9], the graphs are divided into sparse irregular data. A multi-thread graph divider mt-Metis was proposed, and 20 different graphs in multiple fields were used on 36 cores to verify the effectiveness of the method.

However, the above four types of thread partition methods regarded one program as the basic partitioning unit. When partition one program, these three types of thread partition methods adopted a unified partition scheme for all procedures of one program, leading to ignore the difference of the procedure, and some procedures cannot obtain their best partition. So, it is urgent to carry our the relevant research to obtain the optimal partition schemes for all procedures in programs. Based on the initial partitioning scheme of the machine-based thread partitioning method, this paper uses the interdisciplinary research method to creatively bring the importance theory (Importance Theory) in the reliability theory into the thread partition method. According to the characteristics of the procedures, its importance is calculated, and the manual intervention is used to explore the implicit partition based on the explicit partition method (manually intervening the partitioning flags), and the performance evaluation model is used to evaluate the acceleration ratio. To find out the optimal partitioning scheme of the procedure, it is verified that the effect of explicit parallelization is always better than the theory of implicit parallelism.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows: in section II, we first briefly describe the SpMT execution model; the overall research framework is presented in section III; in section IV, motivation of TPAoPI is presented; section V presents the implementation of TPAoPI; conclusion and future work are shown in section VI; finally section VII presents acknowledgement.

II. DESCRIPTION OF EXECUTION MODEL

TLS parallelizes serial programs and performs parallel execution on multi-core platforms to improve speedup performance. Fig.1 presents the TLS execution model [2], [10], in which the spawning point (SP) and the control quasi-independent point (CQIP) instructions map the serial programs into multithreaded programs. According to serial semantics, there is only one thread that allows data to be submitted to memory at each moment. This thread is called a definite thread, and the other threads are regarded as speculative threads. Every speculative thread consists of two parts, including precomputation-slice (p-slice) [11] and serial program code. P-slice is a small piece of code that is generated by the compiler based on slicing techniques to predict the live-ins used in speculative threads (a set of variables to be referenced before the value is defined).

Fig.1 shows four cases of SpMT execution. In Fig.1(a), it is assumed that a multithreaded program is equivalent to a serial execution program because it ignores SP-CQIP. Fig.1(b) shows the successful speculative execution: when the thread T1 encounters sp, if idle cores exist, the new speculative thread T2 is spawned; otherwise, the T2 is not spawned. When T1 encounters CQIP, it will validate the live-ins used by T2 in p-slice. If the validation is correct, T1 submits the execution results and releases the core resource. Then, the execution permission is transferred from T1 to the successor thread of T1; Fig.1(c) presents the state that validation of T2 fails, and speculative execution fails so to withdraw T2, and p-slice is not performed; Fig.1(d) illustrates the situation of restarting the thread in the current state when read-after-write (RAW) violation happens.

III. OVERALL FRAMEWORK

This topic takes the irregular serial programs that traditional parallelization methods are hard to parallelize as the object. According to the importance of the program’s procedures, the importance calculation model is constructed, and its importance is calculated according to the procedure’s characteristics. Based on the initial partition of the procedures and artificial intervention, according to the importance of procedures, the partitioning flags (sp-cqip) are manually adjusted. In accordance with the performance evaluation results, the optimal partition of procedure is finally determined, thus forming a sequential chain: procedure’s characteristics -> procedure importance -> manual intervention -> performance evaluation -> best partition. The sequential chain realizes the overall research goal that the optimal partitions are obtained for irregular programs, and the programs’ parallelism is fully exploited. The specific research ideas and research contents are respectively shown in Fig.2, Fig.3.

The research framework to be adopted is shown in Fig.3. The research framework takes the irregular serial programs as the input, and establishes the program complexity calculation model, the generation of candidate thread partition scheme, and the expert knowledge-based partition scheme selection as the main research points, and selects the most suitable thread partitioning scheme to execute the thread partition. The results are run on Prophet simulator to obtain speedups and programs’ results.

IV. MOTIVATION OF TPAoPI

Based on the importance calculation of program’s procedure and manual intervention, this paper explores the thread partition method for irregular programs, aiming at maximizing the parallelism of programs and providing necessary to make full use of the legacy serial programs on multi-core environment. The specific three research subgoals are:

- Design of Performance Evaluation Model

According to the characteristics of the thread partition method of this subject, a performance evaluation model is designed to theoretically evaluate the speedup performance and make up for the defects that the existing
TLS performance evaluation method can not be used in the thread division stage.

- Effective Construction of The Optimal Partition Scheme of Program Procedures
  Combined with the initial partition scheme generated by the machine-level thread-level estimation technology, the optimal partition scheme is constructed for the program procedure by calculating the importance of the program's procedure and combining the performance evaluation results. Verifying the effect of explicit parallelization (ie, manual intervention partitioning) is always superior to the theory of implicit parallelization (ie, automatic parallelization).

- Exploring The Law that Program Characteristics Affecting the Speedup Performance
  By analyzing the factors affecting the parallelization of programs, the program complexity model, the candidate thread partitioning scheme set, the partitioning scheme selection mechanism are established, and the laws that program characteristics affect speedup performance are explored, which provide a method for parallelizing irregular programs on multi-core platforms.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF TPAoPI

The TPAoPI is the abbreviation of thread partition approach based on procedures' importance. The implementation of it is as follows: firstly, on the foundation that a machine learning-based thread partition method automatically generated program's partition schemes, combining with procedures' importance and manual intervention, the optimal thread partition schemes are created; secondly, with performance evaluation model, the program and its procedures are evaluated, so to generate programs' output and speedups.

A. Generation of Procedures' Initial Partition Scheme and Calculation of Procedure's Importance

This topic will be divided into the following four steps: i) according to the reference, irregular programs (Olden and SPEC benchmarks) are selected as the to-be-divided assembly; ii) compare and analyze the existing machine learning-based thread partition methods, the partitioning method that can best partition the Olden and SPEC programs so far is selected; iii) an automatic thread partitioning of programs
is selected to generate a program partitioning scheme as the initial partitioning scheme of the procedures in the program; iv) perform statistics for procedures’ characteristics, a procedure importance model is established to calculate the importance of the process.

B. Generation of The Optimal Partition Scheme

The generating process of the optimal partition scheme is a process of finding the optimal solution. This paper adopts the following technical methods: i) the solution is the set of partition scheme of the procedure, and the solution space of the partition scheme is constructed; ii) the importance of the procedure is designed to manually adjust the frequency and step size; iii) traverse the procedure call tree, and search the algorithm according to the partition scheme, so to find the possible solution of the procedure; iv) among all the results gotten by the performance evaluation model, the optimal solution of the procedure is selected.

In the flow of Fig.4, the first is to establish the call tree of the program’s procedure; the second is to stratify the procedures to search for the best partitioning scheme; wherein, the process call tree adopts a bottom-up traversal sequence, and the same layer uses random order.

C. Establishment of Performance Evaluation Model

This paper comprehensively considers multiple speculative parallel overheads such as thread conflict and restart, inter-thread communication, thread distribution and submission, and load imbalance, and constructs a performance evaluation model based on probability graph. This section uses the following technical methods for this research: i) combining the profiling information of the input program in the run and the speculative control flow graph (SpCFG) of the program, constructing the WCFG of the program and the procedures’ (the side in the figure represents branches of the program) probabilities; ii) calculation of serial execution time and speculative parallel time of programs and procedures based on analysis of SpCFG and WCFG; iii) calculation of serial execution time, parallel execution time of programs and procedures and speedups respectively, according to Amdahl’s law.

VI. Experiment and Analysis

In order to show the effectiveness of TPAoPI, this paper makes a comparison between TPAoPI and the machine learning-based (ML-based) thread partition method, which makes use of programs as the partition unit. Olden benchmarks [12] which have complex data dependence and control dependence among basic blocks, are selected as the inputing programs. When we analyze the experimental results, we only compare the performance of the original ML-based thread partition approach and TPAoPI, and then we will analyze the experimental results, in which we only select several program analysis in the Olden benchmarks.

The main data structure of the program health is a two-way linked list, which contains both loop and nonloop structure. In health, the loop structure is the main source of parallelism, and compared with the HR-based partition approach, you can obtain the partition scheme of health suitable for its characteristics. During the partition of loop partition, although the loops occupy most of the program, but it has a large loop body and simple data dependence, so health gets 18.27% speedup improvement.

The main data structure of program perimeter is four fork tree, the program primarily contains loop structure, rather than nonloop structure. The parallelism of program mainly comes from the decomposition of function into multithreading. Because it is difficult to predict the return value of the function, the acceleration effect of these two approaches are not good. Compared with HR-based partition approach, TPAoPI selects the suitable partition scheme in line with its own characteristics, and the partition scheme is not affected by loops. The assessment models adopted by nonloops are used to find the better thread partition boundary.
for the current program, so the final execution performance improves 18.23%.

The main data structure in program bh is a heterogeneous octree, which has very complex data dependence. Its parallelisms exist in and out of loop structures. For the heuristic rules, the same partition scheme is used to partition all the procedures in the bh program, and for the TPAoPI, the optimal partition scheme matching with the characteristic of every procedure in the program can be selected, and then the partition scheme is applied to the threads. However, due to the existence of more dependence, TPAoPI gains 19.54% performance improvement.

The main data structure of the program em3d is a single linked list, in which the loop structure occupies most of the total, and all the parallelism of program em3d comes mainly from the loop structure. Although TPAoPI can obtain the partition scheme suitable for its own characteristics, the characteristic extraction of the loop is not enough. Finally, compared with the HR-based partition approach, 13.17% performance improvement is achieved.

The main data structure of the program bisort is two fork tree. Through the analysis of the source code, we can see that there are only three loops in the program, and only two loops are executed, and the granularity of the loop is relatively small. Then the parallelism of program is mainly from the nonloops, although the program has a certain number of data dependence, but mining the potential parallelism from the application program can be performed based on the TPAoPI in every procedure. TPAoPI selects the suitable partition scheme for every procedure, finally obtains 27.47% performance improvement.

The main data structure of program treeadd is two fork
tree, which is a simple program structure. In this structure, only four procedures are included, and the program does not contain any loop structure, so the parallelism comes from the nonloops. TPAoPI can select the appropriate partition scheme for every procedure, but there are many recursive function calls and data dependence in treeadd, and finally the program achieves 21.19% performance improvement.

VII. Conclusion

Based on the Prophet system, this paper proposes a thread partitioning approach based on procedure importance (TPAoPI), which starts with importance of procedures in irregular programs, adopting interdisciplinary research methods, creatively introducing the theory of importance in reliability theory, and calculates importance of procedures based on the characteristics of procedures. On the basis of the initial partition scheme, a manual intervention scheme suitable for the procedure is developed according to the importance of procedure, and a new performance evaluation model is used to theoretically evaluate obtained speedups, so that the best partitioning schemes of procedures are identified, exploring the intrinsic law that characteristics of procedures influence their best partitioning schemes. The paper does research from three aspects: calculating importance of procedures, generating the best partitioning schemes of procedures, and building of performance evaluation.
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